1) Foundation Course –
   a) Written assignment –
      • Subject matter of Presentation topics in written.
   b) Group Presentations
   c) Skit (upcoming)

2) Fundamentals of mass communication –
   a) Written assignment –
      • History of media
      • History of internet
      • History of radio
      • History of doordarshan (T.V)
   b) Group presentations

3) Visual communication –
   a) 5 signs describing non-verbal communication (scrap book activity)

4) History of media –
   a) Scrap Book Activity –
      • 10 Newspaper Cuttings and their history.
      • 10 Magazine Cuttings along with the description of their evolution.
      • Cannes Film Festival
      • Making of newspaper.

5) Current affairs –
   a) Group presentations
   b) Written subject matter of the presentation.

6) Effective Communication Skills – Assignment